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Trojan Horse 



Power of sharing 
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For examples and more practical information go to 

www.robbertenfrank.com/blog

Notes:

The machine has flexible language settings: the message is made with 
black tape on white panels. Change the tape to quickly adjust to the local 
environment.

The machine reaches it’s maximum potential when a lot of people actual-
ly read the message.

Starting a conversation with a startled passerby can also dramatically 
improve the machines functionality.

Operation:

To start the machine place the suitcase in a well illuminated public 
place, unfold the internal accordion mechanism and make sure the 
panels on the top go as high as possible. Once the machine has reached 

it’s “billboard” position, open the panels to reveal the message ‘GO 

AWAY SORROW OF THE WORLD’. End this action with a ritual hand-

shake. 

You have now succesfully made the world a better place!

Machine to make the world a better place 

Open source blueprint by Robbert&Frank Frank&Robbert.

When collapsed the machine is a small wooden suitcase.

The suitcase is perfect for air travel, since it is not bigger, nor heavier 
than a normal piece of hand luggage. It is a pleasant travel companion.

When unfolded the machine can reach a height of 2.5 meter. 
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Front panel of the suitcase with two foldable sidepanels (multiplex 8mm)

Black duct tape on white paint 

Top panel of suitcase (multiplex 8mm) with handle (wood, screws)

Slider for wheels of the accordion mechanism (inox) 
- connects to top panel (3)

Accordion mechanism  (wood, wheels, M5 bolts and nuts)

Wooden triangle with M5 bolt 
- connects to accordion mechanism

Wooden bar with M5 bolt 
- connects to accordion mechanism

Slider for wheels of the accordion mechanism (inox) 
- connects to back panel (9)

Back panel of the suitcase (multiplex 8mm)

Side panel of the suitcase (multiplex 8mm)

Bottom panel of the suitcase (multiplex 8mm) 

Inox bar with large M8 bolt and nut 
- foldable onto bottom panel (11)

BluePrint 
Open source 

 
Poster Format: 70 x 100 cm  







Trojan Horse 







Artist = chameleon 













New beginning 



www. Frankenrobbert .com 

www. Robbertenfrank .com 
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